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And in japanese hiragana

Hiragana is one of three sets of characters used in Japanese. Each letter of Hiragana refers to a special syllable. The letter itself makes no sense. Hiragana is widely used to form a sentence. You can download/print hiragana chart (PDF) for all hiragana letters. The origin of Hiragana ⺠⺠⺠ た ま や
Original Kanji ⺠⺠ 太 末⺠ ⺠ Hiragana was created in the 8th-10th century by simplifying the form of certain Kanji characters. Compared to Katakana, Hiragana letters have more curved lines. The number of letters in modern Japanese is 46 of hiragana's main letters. In addition to these 46 main letters,
called gojūon, there are modified forms describing more sounds - 20 dakuon, 5 handakuon, 36 yōon, 1 sokuon and 6 additional letters. FAQ: What letters with the bar at the top (â ū ē ō)? Gojūon Exchange Rate 【⺠⼗⺠】 Gojūon-zu 【⺠⼗⺠図】 Japanese syllables are organized in the form of a table
(5 x 10). This table is called gojūon-zu (literally stands for 50-sound table). Hiragana and Katakan alphabets are used to describe these sounds. The letters う and the following are shown more than once in the table. These 5 duplicates (gray) are usually skipped or ignored. Another syllable ん is included,
which is included. It does not belong to any row or column. A total of 46 letters (45+1) are counted as goyon (50 sounds). Gojūon letters you can learn in the Hiragana course: paragraphs 1 to 10. Table structure The first line is the first line - The first line is the five Japanese vowels う. The letters in the
same column are the same vowels. In the same line, the letters shall be deemed to be the same consonant. The letters and を are the same sound[o]. を is used only as a particle of the sentence. Dakuon Exchange Rate 【濁⺠】 Dakuon literally means cloudy or hazy sound. It's a sound with the
syllables of [the syllables] [sa] た [that] Dakuon is indicated by two small points. Always and ぢ, the づ are the same. You can find out the course of dakuon letters hiragana: Part 11. Handakuon Exchange Rate 【半濁⺠】 Handakuon literally means a semi-cloudy or semi-obscure sound. Handakuon is
indicated by a small circle. You can learn handakuon letters hiragana course: Part 11. Yōon Exchange Rate 【拗⺠】 Yōon is a combination of i-column syllables and ya, yu or yo consonant. For example, k + ya = kya. Yōon is characterized by the letters of the columns and small や, ⺠ or ⺠. For
example, き + ゃ = きゃ [kya]. Pronunciation of the ゃ, The ゅ, the ょ ぢゃ, ぢゅ, ぢょ are the same. You can find out the course of yōon letters Hiragana: 12-13 part. Sokuon 【⺠⺠】 sokuon is a pause (without sound) between the two syllables. Sokuon is described by small Examples of the やきぱりた
[yappari] pronunciation sokuon are not very easy. Hiragana course: Part 14 explains it in detail. Letters These additional letters are invented in the modern era to describe the sounds of a foreign language. Note: Foreign words are usually written in Katakana. These additional Hiragana letters are rarely
used. For exampleぁ [fa] てぃ [ti] どぅ [two] うぇ [we]ぉ [fo] Small ⺠] [i], う [u], [e] and [o] are added after specific letters. For exampleう ぁ [va] う ⺠ぃ [vi] う ⺠[vu] う 000ぇ [ve] う 000ぉ [vo] う 2010 [v] sound. Print hiragana chart item File Type Size Hiragana Chart PDF 460 KB Click the link above.
A PDF document (page 1) will be displayed. To save the file, on the [File] menu, select [Save As...]. To print on paper, on the [File] menu, select [Print...]. To view a PDF file, you need Adobe Reader, a free application distributed by Adobe Systems. Learning Hiragana Learning Hiragana is easy. In
general, it takes about 3-20 days. Try hiragana course - a free online study program to learn how to quickly and easily read, write and write Hiragana. The general order of character study is Hiragana first, Katakana next, and then Kanji. For more information, see the study guide page. Related topics
Hiragana$B$R$i$$J(B 1. Hiragana Diagram memorize all 46 hiragana characters reading as fast as you can, so you don't have to rely on the romanticized version of Japanese. You read the chart from top to left ($B! V$! W(B) to the right. In the first line the characters are vowel characters (a, i, u, e, o) ,
and from the second verse, they are a combination of vowels and consonants, as you can see $B! V$+! W(B(consonant k and vowel a). 2. Hiragana pronunciation Pay special attention to $B! V$i! $j! $k! $l! $m!W(Bpronunciation. They differ from English ra, ri, ru, re, ro. In Japanese, there is no lip
rounding $B! V$i! $j! $k! $l! $m!W(Bsounds. hiragana pronunciation a i u e o ka k ko k ko sa shi su se so ta chi te to na ni n no ha* when used as a subject of particles, it is pronounced as wa. hi hu it* when used as a directional particle, it is pronounced as e'. ho ma mi mu mo mo ya yu rh ru ro ro wa o *
only as an object n 3. Writing characters 1) Common Rules stroke orders Both kana (hiragana and katakana) and Kanji have the same general rules for stroke orders. A. Write from top to bottom and left to right in the top row in the first left row b. Horizontally against vertical When horizontal and vertical
lines cross, horizontal lines are usually written against vertical lines. c. The character covering the flick of the last vertical line that passes through the other strokes is written after the strokes have passed is written. Practice writing Hiragana Use this page and practice writing hiragana. When writing
Japanese characters, pay special attention to: a. the length of each line b. small hooks c. as the curve of the line d. angles e-space between 4. Hiragana with accented characters You can create 23 additional sounds by adding diacritics. Short parallel lines of unsopeed consonants [k], [s], [t] and [h] shall
become consonants [g], [z], [d] and [b] respectively. In addition, by adding a small circle to [h], the sound changes to [p]. 5. Transcript for Contract Sounds When A Small $B! V$d!W! V$f! W! V$h! W(Bar added to the letters $B! V$! W(Bcolumn except $B! V$! W(B, it transcriptize contract sounds. The
sounds emitted by contract are one syllable. 6. Rewrite double consonants using small $B! V$C!W(B, you can rewrite double consonants. $B$,(B$B$C(B$B$-!!!! (Bgakki $B!!!! (Bsemester; term $B$-(B$B$C(B$B$F!!!! (Bkitte$B!!!!!! (Bpostage stamp $B $6(B$B$C(B$B$7(B $B!!!! (Bzasshi$B!!!! (Bmagazine
$B $H(B$B$C(B$B$H$j!! (Btottori$B!!!! (BTottori Prefecture (one of Japan's 43 prefectures) Double consonant n is rewritten $B! V$s! W(B. $B $(B$B$J$(B$B!! (Ba n na i$B!!!! (Bguide $B $5 (B$B$s(B$B$K$s!! (Bsa n n n $B! (Bthree people 7. Other rules 1) Long Vowels [aa] - add $B! V$! W (Bto $B! V$!
W(Bstep hiragana$B!' $*$$$5$s! J(Bo ka sa n)$B! (B'mother' (someone else' rather than her) [ii] - add $B! V$! W (Bto $B! V$! W(Bstep hiragana$B!' $*$K$$5$s! J(Bo ni i sa n) $B! (B'older brother' (someone else, not his own) [uu] - add $B! &amp;V&amp;! W (Bto $B! &amp;V&amp;! W(Bstep hiragana$B!'
$/$&amp;$-! J(Bku for ki$B! K(B'air' [ee] - add $B! V$(! W (Bto $B! V$(! W(Bstep hiragana$B!' $*$M$($5$s! J(Bo ne e sa n) $B! (B'older sister' (someone else's, not her own) [oo] - add $B! &amp;V&amp;! W (Bto $B! V*! W(Bstep hiragana$B!' $[(B$B$&amp;amp;(B$B$j$D!J(Bho o ri tsu)$B!! (B'law' * But
there are words that $B! V*! W(Bis added instead of $B! &amp;V&amp;! W(B. $B$*(B$B$*(B$B$-$$ J(Bo o ki i) $B $H(B$B$*(B$B! J(Bto o ) $B! (B'ten japanese digit$B$*(B$B$*(B$B$5$+! J(Bo o sa) $B! (B.B $B.B.C. J(Bko o ri) $B! (B'ice'$B $H(B$B$*(B$B$j! J(Bto o ri $B! Q!! (B'street' 2) Vowels must
be dropped When vowels [i] and [u] are placed among silent consonants ([k], [s], [t], [p], [h]) or at the end of a sentence received by silent consonants, they are sometimes omitted. $B $9$-$d $-$G $9!#!! (Bsu ki ya ki de with $B! *!! (Bs ki ya ki de s$B!!! J(BIt is sukiyaki, a beef dish.) Copyright (c) 2020,
Ishida, All Rights Reserved App này chỉ khả dụng trên App Store dành cho iPhone và iPad. You can learn Japanese hiragana fun. You can also enjoy a mini-game. Let's read, write and listen!*In Japanese there are three types of characters called hiragana, katakana and kanji. Yes, hiragana is the main
one. 31/05/2017 Phiên bản 3.0.0 1) An easy quiz was added.2) I added a new sound to post trace. Good idk why I put 1 star just fun very nice app for beginners. Nhà phát triển hk2006 chưa cung cấp cho Apple thông tin chi tiệt vệ các phương thệc đảm bảo quyện riêng tư cệng như cách xệ lý dṅ liu cệa
hệ. Nhà phát triển sẽ buệc phải cung cấp thông tin chi tiệt vệ quyện riêng tư khi hệ gệi bản cập nhật tiệp theo cệa ệng dụng. Trang Web Cệa Nhà Phát Triển Hệ Trệ App Japanese syllabary This article has additional quotes to check. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources.
Unresoved material may be challenged and removed. Find sources: Hiragana – news · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (September 2009) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Hiragana⺠らが⺠Type Syllabary LanguagesJapanese and Ryukyuan languageTime period ~ 800
AD presentParent systemsOracle Bone ScriptSeal ScriptClerical ScriptRegular script (Kanji)Man'yōganaHiraganaSister systemsKatakana, HentaiganaDirectionLeft-to-rightISO 15924Hira, 410Unicode aliasHiraganaUnicode rangeHiragana:U+3040-U+309FKana Attachment:U+1B000-U+1B0FFKana
Extended-A:U+1B100-U+1B12FSmall Kana Extension:U+1B130-U+1B16F This article contains IPA background symbols. If you don't generate support correctly, you can see question marks, fields, or other characters instead of Unicode characters. For an introductory guide on IPA characters, see
Help:IPA. Japanese writing Components Kanji Stroke that radicals Kyōiku kanji Jōyō kanji Jinmeiyō kanji hyōgai kanji list kanji by stroke number List kanji by concept Kana Hiragana Katakana Hentaigana Man'yōgana Sōgana Gojūon Typographicsymbols Japanese punct Iterations mark Uses
Syllabograms Furigana Okurigana Braille Romanization Rōmaji Hepburn (colloquial) Kunrei (ISO) Nihon (ISO transliteration) JSL (transliteration) Wāpuro (keyboard) vte Hiragana (⺠,⺠⺠らが,⺠⺠, Japanese pronunciation : [çiɾaɡaꜜna])[note 1] is a Japanese language training programme, one component



of the Japanese writing system, along with katakana, kanji and in some cases Latin characters. It's a phonetic letter system. The word hiragana literally means simple or simple kana (simple at first as a contrast with kanji). [1] [2] Hiragana and katakana are kana systems. With one or two minor exceptions,
each syllable in Japanese (strictly, each mora) is represented by one character (or one digraph) in each system. It can be a vowel, e.g. a (hiragana ⺠); a consonant followed by a vowel, e.g. ka (⺠); or n (ん), a nasal sonorant which, depending on the context, sounds like English m, n or ng ([ṅ]), when the
syllables are final or as french, Portuguese or Polish nose vowels. Since kana symbols do not reflect individual consonants (except ん n), kana is called syllabic symbols and not Letters. [3] Hiragana is used to write okurigana (cannabinoids under the canni root, such as verbs and adjectives inflect),
various grammatical and functional words, including particles, as well as various other native words which are not available in the kanji or whose kanji form is unclear or too formal for writing purposes. [4] Words that have common kanji renditions may also sometimes be written in hiragana, depending on
the request of an individual author, for example, in order to provide informal verses. Hiragana is also used to write furigana, a reading aid that shows the pronunciation of kanji characters. There are two main hiragana ordering systems: old-fashioned iroha ordering and more common gojūon ordering.
Writing system Hiragana characters a i u e o ∅ ⺠⺠ う ⺠⺠ き く け こ g が ぎ ぐ げ ご が ぎ ぐ げ ご the す the ざ ぜ t た ち て だ ぢ づ で ど n ⺠ ⺠ に ぬ ね ⺠⺠ へ ほ b ば び ぶ べ ぼ ば び ぶ べ ぼ ぱ ぴ ぷ ぺ ぽ ま む め ま や � the ら り る the ろ w わ ゐ ゑ を ん n Functional marks and
diacritics ゝ ゚ Not used or obsteous Modern hiragana plate consists of 46 basic symbols: 5 singular vowels 40 consonant-vowel unions 1 singular consonant They are perceived as 5×10 (mesh) ⼗ As shown in the adjacent table, read the following, ⺠⺠ (i), う (u), ⺠ (e), ⺠ (o), き (ki), く (ku), け (ke), こ
(ko), etc., adding a singular consonant ん (n) to the end. Of the 50 theoretically possible combinations, yi and wu do not exist in the language and you, wi and we are outdated (or almost outdated) in modern Japanese. wo (を) is usually pronounced as vowel (o) in modern Japanese and is stored only
once for use as a particle. The novelization of Cana does not always strictly adhere to the consonant-vowel scheme laid out in the table. For example, ち, formally ti, very often romanticized as chi, trying to better reflect the true sound of Japanese. These key characters can be changed in different ways.
After adding the dakuten cursor ( ⺠), the silent consonant turns into a voiceless consonant: k→g, ts/s→z, t→d, h→b and ch/sh→j. For example, the が becomes が (ga). Hiragana, starting with h sound, can also add a hand marker ( ゚), changing h to p. For example, the ぱ becomes ぱ (pa). A small version
of hiragana ya, yu, or yo (ゃ, ゅ or ょ) can be added to hiragana ends i. This changes the sound of vowels to glide (palatalization) to a, u or o. For example, き (ki) and ゃ (small ya) become きゃ (kya). The addition of small y kana is called yōon. A small tsu, called sokuon, indicates that this consonant is
germized (twice). In this is an important difference in pronunciation; for example, compare the saxo, the hill with the author of the saxo, sakka. Sokuon also occasionally appears at the end of the pronouncements, where he means a smooth stop, as in the て⺠! ([right], Ouch!). However, it can not be used
to double na, ni, nu, no, no syllable consonants - double these, singular n (ん) attached before the syllable, like the Syllables, like the ん (minna, all). Hiragana usually spells long vowels with the second vowel kana; for example, the ん (o-ka-a-sa-n, mother). Chōonpu (long vowel mark) (ー) is rarely used
with hiragana, for example, in the word らーめん, rāmen, but this use in Japanese is considered non-standard; Okinawan language uses chōonpu with hiragana. In informal writing, small versions of five-voice kana are sometimes used to reflect sounds (⺠ぁ, haa, ねぇ, nee). Standard and expressed
iteration marks are written in hiragana ゝ and ゞ release, respectively. Hiragana table The following table shows the whole hiragana together with the novelization of Hepburn and the transcription of IPA in the order of the gojūon. [5] Hiragana with dakuten or handakuten follow gojūon kana without them,
with yōon kana yes. Outdated and generally unused kana is displayed in brackets and gray . The highlighted people on that line do not use the original sound. The pronunciation of all syllables ん is intended for the initial syllables of words, and the pronunciations of the middle word are given below.
Hiragana syllabograms Monographs (gojūon) Digraphs (yōon) a i u e ya yu yo ∅ ⺠ a[i] う u [ɯ i] う ]e [e] ⺠⺠ [o] K ⺠⺠[ka] き ki [ki]く ku [kɯ] け ke [ke] こ ko [ko] きゃ kya [kja] きゅ kyu [kjɯ] きょ kyo [kjo] S sa[sa] す す [sɯ] so[so] ゃ shaゅ [ɕɯょ] sho [○] T た that [ta] ち chi tsɯ [t⺠i] て [to] ちゃ ちゅ
ちゃ chu [to] tɕɯ] ちょ [t⺠o] N ⺠ na [na] に ni [ɲi] ぬ nu [nɯ] ね no [no] にゃ nɯ nya [ɲa] にゅ nyu [ɲɯ] にょ nyo [ɲo] H ⺠ ha [ha] ([ɰa] as particle hi [çi] ⺠ fu [ɸɯ] へ he [he] [[e] as a particle] ほ ho [ho] ⺠ゃ hya [çaゅ] hyu [çɯ] ょ hyo [ço] M ま ma[ma] む mu [mɯ] め me [meゃ] mya [mja] ⺠ゅ my [mjɯ]
⺠ょ myo [mjo] Y や ya [ja] [6 jɯ] ら り [る] [ɾɯ] [ろ] りゃ rya [ia] りゅ ryu [ɾjɯ] りょ [わ ] w [ɰa] ( ゐ )wi [i] [6] ( ゑ ]we [e] をwo [ o] * ん n [ɴ m n ɲ ɰ̃ ゞ  ゝ ] u e o ya yu yo G が ga [ɡa] ぎ gi [ɡi] ぐ gu [ɡɯ] げ ge [ɡe] ご go [ɡo] ぎゃ gya [ɡʲa] ぎゅ gyu [ɡʲɯ] ぎょ gyo [ɡʲo] Z ざ za [(d)za] じ ji [(d)ʑi] ず zu
[(d)zɯ] ぜ ze [(d)ze] ぞ zo [(d)zo] じゃ ja [(d)ʑa] じゅ ju [(d)ʑɯ] じょ jo [(d)ʑo] D だ da [da] ぢ ji, dji, jyi[7] [(d)ʑi] づ dzu, zu [(d)zɯ] で de [de] ど do [do] ( ぢゃ ) dja, ja [(d)ʑa] ( ぢゅ ) dja, ju [(d)ʑɯ] ( ぢょ ) djo, jo [(d)ʑo] B ば ba [ba] び bi [bi] ぶ bu [bɯ] べ be [be] ぼ bo [bo] びゃ bya [bʲa] びゅ byu [bʲɯ]
びょ byo [bʲo] P ぱ pa [pa] ぴ pi [pi] ぷ pu [pɯ] ぺ pe [pe] ぽ po [po] ぴゃ pya [pʲa] ぴゅ pyu [pʲɯ] ぴょ pyo [pʲo] Spelling–phonology correspondence In the middle of words , g sound (usually [ ◄]) can turn into a velara nose [ṅ] or velara fricative [ɣ]. The exception is digits; 15 yugo is considered [quote
required] is one word, but pronounced as if it were you and go stacked to the end: [d͡ʑɯːɡo]. In many accents, j and z sounds are pronounced as affricates (respectively,[ds] words and fricatives [, z] in the middle of words. For example, すう a swirl of [sɯːʑi] number, ざ⺠⺠ zasshi [d⺠⺠i] magazine. In
archaic Japanese, kwa (くゎ [kwa]) and gwa (ぐゎ [⺠wa]) digraphs existed. In modern Japanese, these phonemes have been phased out of use and exist only in extended katakan digraphs to approximate the words of a foreign language. Singular n pronounced [n] against t, ch, ts, n, r, z, j and d, [m]
against m, b and p, [ṅ] against k and g, [ɴ] at the end of the pronouncements and a certain high nose voice [ɰ̃] against vowels, palatal aproxymants (y), fictitious consonants s, sh, h, f and w. Kanji readings, diphthongs ou and ei today are usually pronounced [o⺠] (long o) and [e⺠] (long e) respectively.
For example, the うきょう (lit. toukyou) is pronounced in [toukyou] Tokyo, while the ん is a [seɯ̃seː] teacher. Howeverう tou it is pronounced [toɯ] to inquire, because and you are considered to be separate, and there is a verb that ends in the form of a dictionary. Similarlyてる shite iru pronounced
[ɕiteiɾɯ] doing. For a more detailed discussion of Japanese sounds, see Japanese phonology. Outdated Kana Ye Early, now an outdated, hiragana-esque form you may exist (�[je][8]) by classical Japanese (before the appearance of kana), but usually represented by reconstruction kanji ⺠, and its
hiragana form is not any known orthography. In modern orthography you can also be written as The ぇ (in Katakana). It is true that in the early periods of kana, hiragana and katakana letters ye, but shortly after the difference between /ye/ and /e/ came out, and and glyphs have not been identified. ⾐
Hiragana ⺠ � Katakana � While you appeared in some textbooks during the Meiji period along with another kana for yi in cursive 以. Today, scientists consider it to be Hentaigana and is encoded unicode 10[9] (�) [10][11] This cannabinoid can be used in spoken water to convert combo yui (⺠⺠)
into yii (�⺠). Wu Hiragana wu also appeared in different meiji-era textbooks (). [12] [13] Although there are several possible sources of kanji, it is likely that it was derived from the curse form of me'yōgana 汙, although sometimes the associated variant () is from cursive form 紆.[14] However, it has never
been widely used. [15] In the future, this symbol will be encoded in Unicode as HIRAGANA LETTER ARCHAIC WU. [16] Spelling rules See also Kanazukai With a few exceptions to the sentence particles を and へ (usually ha, wo, and he, but instead pronounced as wa, and e, respectively), and a few
other arbitrary rules, japanese, when written kana, are phonetically orthographic, i.e. there is one-to-one correspondence between kana characters and sounds, leaving only words pitch accent unrepresented. This was not always the case: the previous spelling system, now known as historical kana, was
very different from pronunciation; the three exceptions mentioned above for modern use are the legacy of that system. There are two hiragana vivid it (⺠ and ぢ) and two hiragana pronounced zu (⺠ and づ), but separate them, especially when writing Japanese, sometimes ぢ is written as di and づ
written as two. Usually it is written as and zu written as The One. There are some exceptions. If the first two syllables of the word consist of one syllable without dakutene and the same syllable with dakuten, the same hiragana is used for writing sounds. For example, chijimeru (cooked or shrink) is written
ちぢめる and tsuzuku (continue) is a づく. For composite words, when dakuten reflects rendaku voicing, the original hiragana is used. For example, chi (⾎ blood) is written ち in a simple hiragan. When ⿐ hana (nose) and ⾎ chi (blood) merge hanaji (⿐⾎ nose bleeds), ⾎ sound changes from chi to it.
So hanaji is a ちぢ according to the ち: the main hiragana used to rewrite the ⾎. Similarly, tsukau (⺠う/遣う; use) is written in the う hiragana, so kanazukai (⺠⺠遣⺠; kana use or kana orthographyづ) However, this does not apply when kanji is used phonetically to write words that are not directly
related to the kanji meaning (see also ateji). For example, the Japanese word lightning is inauma (稲妻). Component 稲 means a rice plant, reads hiragana and is pronounced: ina. The main 妻 means wife and is pronounced tsuma (⺠ま) when written separately or often as zuma (⺠ま) when it functions
after another syllable. None of these components have anything to do with lightning, but together they do when they write the word lightning. In this case, the default spelling hiragana ⺠ま and the solution of the ⺠⺠づま is used. Officially ぢ and づ do not initially take place in words according to the
modern rules of spelling. There were such words as the use of ぢばん jiban land historical kana, but they were united by the use of modern kana in 1946, so today it is written only in the ばん. However, づら zura wig (from the ら katsura and づけ zuke (sushi term lean tuna soaked in soy sauce) are
examples of word-of-the-づ today. Some people write the word hemorrhoids as ぢ (usually the) highlight. No standard Japanese words begin with kana ん (n). This is the basis of the word game shiritori. ん n is usually considered a syllable and is separated from another n-based kana (na, ni, etc.). ん
sometimes direct vowels (a, i, u, e or o) or palatal approximation (ya, yu or yo). They are clearly different from na, ni, etc. syllables, and there are minimal pairs such as きん⺠ん kin'en smoking is prohibited, きねん kinen commemoration, きんねん kinnen in recent years. In hepburn's romance, they are
characterized by an apostrophe, but not all methods of romanticization distinguish. For example, the name of past Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi is actually the name of the ゅん⺠ちろう Jun'ichirō pronounced [d͡ʑu͍ũ͍it͡ ɕiɾoː] There are some hiragana that are rarely used. ゐ wi and ゑ we are outdated at
Okinawan orthography. � e was an alternative version of the e before spelling reform, and was briefly reused by you during the initial spelling reforms, but is now completely outdated. ゔ vu is a modern addition used to represent /v/ sound in foreign languages, e.g. English, but since Japanese does not
have /v/ sound from a phonological point of view, it is pronounced as /b/ and is commonly used as a more accurate indicator of the word pronunciation in the original language. However, this is rarely seen because loanwords and transliterated words are usually written in katakana, where the
corresponding symbol would be written as ヴ. ぢゃ, ぢゅ ぢょ for her/ju/its theoretically possible rendaku, but practically never used. For example, the whole of Japan could be にほんぢゅう, but in practice always にほん⺠ゅう. My ゅ kana is very rare in japanese words; linguist Haruhiko Kindaichi poses
an example of the Japanese family name Omamyūda (⺠⾖⺠⺠) and claims that this is the only event Pure Japanese words. However, her katakana colleague is used in many loan swords. History See also: Man'yōgana and Old Japanese § Sources and dating Hiragana characters in the form were
derived from the Chinese cursive script (sōsho). Shown here is an example of a cursive script by chinese tang dynasty calligrapher Sun Guoting, from the late 7th century. Note the 為 (wei), which the red arrow refers to very similar to the hiragana symbol ゐ (wi). Hiragana evolved from man'yōgana, the
practice of Chinese characters used in their pronunciation, which began in the 5th century. [17] Man'yōgana's oldest examples are the Inariyama sword, an iron sword excavated by Inariyama Kofun in 1968. It is believed that this sword was made in ⾟亥年 year (most often considered a pod of 471 years.
[18] Hiragana forms stem from the italic script style of Chinese calligraphy. The figure below shows the output of hiragana from the manyōgana through the curse scenario. In the upper part, the symbol appears in the normal script form, the middle character written in red shows the shape of the character
curvature scenario, and the equivalent hiragana appears at the bottom. Cursive script forms are not strictly limited to those in the illustration. When it was first created, hiragana was not accepted by anyone. Educated or elite preferred to use only kanji system. Historically, in Japan, the usual character
script (kaisho) form was used by men and called otokode (男⺠), male writing, and the form of the moth italic script (sōsho) was used by women. So hiragana first gained popularity among women who were not usually allowed to receive the same level of education as men. So hiragana was first widely
used among court women for writing personal contacts and literature. [19] From this comes the alternative name of onnade (⼥⺠) for women's writing. [20] For example, The Tale of Gandhi and other early novels by female authors used hiragan extensively or exclusively. Even today hiragana is felt
feminine quality. [21] Male authors came to write literature using hiragan. Hiragana was used informally to write, for example, personal letters, while katakana and Chinese were used for official documents. Nowadays, the use of hiragana mixed with the writing of katacana. Katakana is now moved to
special uses, such as recently borrowed words (i.e. since the 19th century), transliteration names, animal names, telegrams and accent. Initially, for all syllables there was more than one possible hiragana. In 1900, the system was simplified, so each syllable had only one hiragan. The outdated hiragana is
now known as hentaigana (⺠). Pangram's poem Iroha-uta (ABC song/poem), dating back to the 10th century, uses every hiragan once (except n ん, which was simply option む muromachi era). The order and direction of the flick The following table shows the method of writing each hiragana character. It
is arranged in the traditional way, starting at the top right and reading the columns down. Numbers and arrows indicate the order and direction of the dash accordingly. Unicode Basic Articles: Hiragana (Unicode Block), Kana Supplement (Unicode Block), Kana Extended-A (Unicode Block) and Small Kana
Extension (Unicode Block) Hiragana was added to the Unicode standard in October 1991. Hiragana Unicode block is U+3040-U+309F: Hiragana[1][2]Official Unicode Consortium Code Chart (PDF) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F U+304x ぁ ぃ ⺠ ぅ う ぇ ⺠ ぉ が き ぎ く U+305x ぐ け げ こ ご ざ ⺠
す⺠ ぜ ど づ て で だ ち ぢ た The に ぬ ね び ぴ ば ぱ ぶ ぷ へ べ ぺ ほ ぼ ぽ ま び ぴ む め ゃ や ゅ ょ ろ ゎ わ U+309x ゐ ゑ を ん ゔ ゕ ゖ ょ ら り る ゚ ゚ ゝ ゞ ⺠り Notes 1.^ From Unicode 13.0 Version 2.^ Grey areas indicate unassigned code points in unicode hiragana block are pre-compiled
characters for all hiragana in a modern set, including small vowels and yōon kana composite syllables, as well as archaic ゐ wi and ゑ we and rare ゔ vu; archaic � is included in the U+1 B001 1 plane (see below). All combinations of hiragana with dakuten and handakuten used in modern Japanese are
available as pre-designed symbols, and can also be produced using base hiragan, followed by combining dakuten and handakuten characters (U+3099 and U+309A respectively). This method is used to add diacritics to kana, which are not usually used with them, for example, by applying dakuten pure
vowel or hand-held to kana, which is not in group h. The symbols U+3095 and U+3096 are the け (ke). U+309F is a り (yori) ligature sometimes used in vertical text. U+309B and U+309C are spaces (not joined) equivalent to matching dakuten and handakuten characters respectively. Historical and
variant japanese kana character forms were first added to the Unicode standard in October 2010, with the release of version 6.0, and in 2017 they were added significantly more than Unicode 10. The Unicode block for the Kana add-on is U+1B000-U+1B0FF, followed immediately by the Kana Extended
Block (U+1B100-U+1B12F). The following blocks mainly include hentaigana (historical or variant hiragana): Kana Supplement[1]Official Unicode Consortium Code Chart (PDF) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F U+1B00x � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B01x � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B02x � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B03x � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B04x � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B05x � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � U+1B06x � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B07x � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B08x � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B09x � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � U+1B0Ax � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B0Bx � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B0Cx � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B0Dx � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � U+1B0Ex � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B0Fx � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 1.^ From Unicode Version 13.^ From Unicode13.0 Kana Extended-A[1][2]Official Unicode Consortium Code
Scheme (PDF) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F U+1B10x � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B11x � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � U+1B12x Notes 1.^ From Unicode version 13.0 2.^ Grey areas show unallocated code points Unicode block
Small Kana extension is U +1B130–U+1 1B16F: small cana extension[1][2]Official Unicode Consortium Code Scheme (PDF) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F U+21B13x U+1B14x U+1B15x � � � U+1B16x � � � � Notes 1.^ From Unicode version 13.0 2.^ Gray areas indicate unallocated
code points in the following character sequences in the row /k/ kana modifiable handmark for combining to indicate that the that the syllables begin with the initial nose, called chuakuon. From Unicode 13.0, the following character combinations are clearly called named sequences: Hiragana named
sequenceUnicode named character sequence database sequence name Code points Glyph HIRAGANA LETTER BIDAKUON NGA U +304B U+309A か゚ HIRAGANA LETTER BIDAKUON NGI U+30 LETTER FROM き゚ HIRAGANA TO BIDAKUON NGU U+304F U+309A く゚ HIRAGANA LETTER TO
BIDAKUON NGE U+3051 U+309A け゚ HIRAGANA LETTER TO BIDAKUON NGO U+3053 U+309A こ゚ See also The HS Explanatory Commission's decision. Japanese writing system Bopomofo (Zhùyīn fúhào, phonetic symbols), the current official Taiwanese Mandarin phonetic spelling system, as well as
simplified from Chinese characters. The iteration mark explains the iteration marks used with hiragana. Japanese phonology explains Japanese pronunciation Japonų tipografiniai simboliai suteikia kitus ne kana, ne kanji simbolius. Katakana Nüshu, mokymo sistema, naudojama moterų Kinijos Hunan
provincijoje Shodō, japonų kaligrafija. Pastabos ^ Taip pat [çiɾaɡana], [çiɾaɡanaꜜ] Nuorodos ^ flat means that it was a normal character system at the time, with the intention of being plain and gentle. Hiragana was a private character used by people with little knowledge of Kanji, while Kanji was a public
character used when writing letters and important sentences. Vertimas: Taira dalis hiragana reiškia paprastas arba paprastas, nes tuo metu [tuo metu, kai pavadinimas buvo suteiktas] tai buvo rašymo sistema kadojimui. Nors kanji buvo oficiali sistema, naudojama laiškų rašymui ir svarbiems tekstams,
hiragana buvo skirtas asmeniniam žmonių, kurie turėjo ribotas žinias apie kanji, naudojimui. ^ Japonų kaligrafija. Enciklopedija Britannica. Gauta 2017-06-22. ^ Richard Bowring; Haruko Uryu Laurie (2004). Įvadas į šiuolaikinę japonų kalbą: 1 knyga. Jungtinė Karalystė: Cambridge University Press. p. 9.
ISBN 978-0521548878. ^ Liu, Xuexin (2009). Japonų kalbos kinų simbolių supaprastinimas perspektyvoje. Pietryčių apžvalga Azijos studijų. 31. ^ NHK, PASAULIS. Japonijos programos (Hiragana) (PDF). www.nhk.or.jp. ^ a b c Žr pasenę kana ^ Romanizacijos variantai. ^ a b Unicode Kana papildymas
(PDF). unicode.org. ^ Unicode 10 Extended Kana Block (PDF). ^ Walter &amp;amp; Walter 1998. ^ a b (en) Harvest in Izu: An incomparable indest so-founding pseudonym in Japanese language history. geocities.jp. ^ Glyphwiki Hiraga Wu rekonstruotas. ^ Pseudonym. 1891. ^ Iannacone, Jake (2020).
Atsakyti į Hiragana kilmės / wu / A new discovery against hiragana's do-do character source ^ Japonų visiškai 50 kana: yi, ye, wu. ^ Bruto, Abraomas (2020-01-05). Pasiūlymas koduoti trūksta japonų Kana (PDF). ^ Yookoso! Kvietimas į šiuolaikinės japonų 1-ojo leidimo McGraw-Hill, puslapis 13
Lingvistinė pastaba: Hiragana ir Katakana kilmė ^ Seeley (2000:19-23) ^ Richard Bowring; Haruko Uryu Laurie (2004). Įvadas į šiuolaikinę japonų kalbą: 1 knyga. Jungtinė Karalystė: Cambridge University Press. p. 8. ISBN 978-0521548878. ^ Hatasa, Yukiko Abe; Kazumi Hatasa; Seiichi Makino (2010).
Nakama 1: Įvadinis japonų kalba: bendravimas, kultūra, kontekstas 2nd ed. Heinle. p. 2. ISBN 978-0495798187. ^ p. 108. Kataoka, Kuniyoshi. 1997. Įtakos ir laiško raštu: netradicinių konvencijų atsitiktinis raštu jaunų Japonijos moterų. Kalba visuomenėje 26:103-136. Japonijos kaligrafijos menas, Yujiro
Nakata, ISBN 0-8348-1013-1, pateikia išsamią informaciją apie onodų ir onnade vystymąsi. Išorinės nuorodos Wikimedia Commons turi žiniasklaidą, susijusią su: Hiragana (kategorija) Ieškoti hiragana Wiktionary, nemokamas žodynas. Praktika hiragana hiragana unicode chart Hiragana tracking sheets
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